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Repair as a design practice means that repair ought to be part of design education, at the very least for those design

curricula that cover product design.
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1. Introduction

The current paradigm of product design education often serves the linear system and perpetuates a throw-away mentality.

As the linear economy has brought us to a global ecological crisis, alternative systems such as a circular economy are

needed to overcome these problems . Designers play a significant role in mitigating today’s environmental

problems , and in the transition towards a circular economy . Students, as the future designers, must be prepared for

alternative scenarios and be equipped with the relevant knowledge to be able to deal with environmental issues. This

need to solve this issue can be seen from the increasing calls for change in design education throughout the literature 

. Many educational resources, courses, and projects exist that aim to incorporate sustainability and a circular

economy into product design education . However, there is an insufficient number of these courses, and few of

them focus on repair and the competencies related to it. In fact, most product design programs solely offer industrial

design, thus catering to mass production in a capitalistic economic setting. Inherent in such programs is the belief that

there is a need for new products. If there are needs in the world, then newly designed, better-quality products will help to

fulfil those needs. Not being asked to design new products may feel quite unsettling to a product designer, yet a system

that is not based on new products still requires a wide range of designer skills.

As a field, design has a largely unquestioned underlying paradigm; that any problem requires a new design to be put into

the world. Papanek  has already argued that many designers focus on designing the wrong products, developing things

that are often unnecessary, and sometimes even dangerously unsafe, all in an effort to sell more products. He argues that

designers bear the responsibility for which problems they choose to work on solving. Fundamentally, however, that leaves

the notion that new designs are needed, untouched. This belief in ‘the new’ runs very deep. Edgerton  already argued

that our narratives about ‘the new’ are too focused on just the stories of inventors, ignoring how long the alternative

systems could last. Designers should reflect much more on what is already in the world and question whether a new

design will truly create an improvement. We explore how focusing on repair might help challenge this underlying notion.

To be able to design repairable products, designers need a particular set of knowledge and skills. Existing research in this

area is sparse and it primarily covers design for sustainability and the circular economy competencies . For

example, Sumter et al.  provides a coherent overview of the existing literature about the circular economy

competencies for design and identifies seven competencies that designers need to be able to successfully design

products and services for a circular economy. Two of these competencies are specifically related to designing repairable

products: (1) Design for Recovery, (2) Design for Multiple Use Cycles. Design for recovery refers to the consideration of

repair, refurbishment, remanufacturing, and other recovery strategies to regenerate the value of the products between use

cycles and at the end of the product’s life . Similarly, design for multiple use cycles is about implementing these

recovery strategies in the design of the product, considering the effects of long-term use and multiple recoveries on the

current design . Similarly, Wiek et al.  explain “anticipatory competency” that is also required to design repairable

products. The authors describe this competency as the ability to envision the scenarios and the problems that might occur

in the future and having the knowledge to answer these problems by using sustainability principles. Designers need to

anticipate the future usage scenarios of the products and establish their possible breakdown reasons to invent suitable

design solutions for repairability.

2. Integrating Repair into Product Design Education: Insights on Repair,
Design and Sustainability

Repair has both advantages and disadvantages for incorporating it in the product design curriculum. Students learn that

planning a repair has similarities to a design process, specifically for unique designs, such as craft objects. It also helps

them reflect on the inherent notion in product design discipline that the solution is always a newly designed product. For

teachers, the examples and perspectives can already serve as a basis for incorporating repair in a lecture format and

inspiring adaptation in hands-on assignments. Additionally, it provides a hook for questioning the fundamentals of product

design as a field. Another advantage of integrating repair into product design education is that it is a hands-on activity and
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an effective way to encourage students to work practically and create prototypes. However, it is important that instructors

place emphasis on all stages of the repair process. Students need guidance on the three phases of a designed repair

process: discovery, idea generation and implementation . For example, Students 11 and 12 spent most of their time on

the implementation phase and neglected the first two phases. Their final repair solutions would have been more creative

and aesthetically pleasing if they had put more effort into the idea generation stage, especially via sketching and visual

representation.

As a result, we want to present a more detailed version of the repair design process that Terzioğlu  explained in her

paper. The repair design process includes discovery, idea generation, and implementation stages, and we identified the

research stage as an addition to these three phases. The diagram in Figure 1 illustrates the different stages and the flow

of the process between these stages. Discovery is the first phase of the repair design process, which includes two steps:

inspection and determining the worth. At the inspection stage, the repairer inspects the problems and observes the

features of the broken products through inspecting the damage, disassembling the product, analyzing its materials, and

diagnosing the problem. Understanding how the product was used is also a significant step as it could help prevent the

same damage from happening repeatedly. Traces on the object could be followed, such as the parts and surfaces that are

worn down, to better understand the cause of the damage. The results of the discovery stage feed the decisions during

the idea generation process. Idea generation involves creative thinking because, at this stage, the repairer starts to think

about repair solutions for the damaged product. The repairer develops design ideas following the steps of making

aesthetic and structural decisions, and considering the reproducibility of repair. To find successful solutions, the repairer

can consider and research alternative methods and materials for the repair. The idea generation stage and the research

stage are usually intertwined but they could be processed separately depending on the specific requirements of the repair

process. Which materials, methods, and tools are needed to implement the repair are researched at the research stage.

Amateur repairers can search for online repair videos or contact experts for more information. Lastly, the decisions made,

and the solutions developed during the idea generation stage, are implemented at the implementation stage. Prototyping

is an effective way to explore and observe whether the solutions work for the particular damage that the repairer is dealing

with or not. This stage usually proceeds iteratively with the previous stages. If the identified repair solution fails, the

repairer could go back to the discovery or idea generation stage to develop a better solution. The activities of the

assignment were designed in a way to fit into this repair design process. Students were informed and directed about the

different stages of the process during the studio discussions.

Figure 1. The repair design process includes discovery, idea generation, research, and implementation stages.

In this assignment students dealt with the real problems of repair, instead of imagining the breakdown reasons and

possible problems that could occur with a newly designed product. In the case of the saucepan handle, Student 16 solved

a couple of problems in a real-world context. For example, she needed to find the metal connection piece that connects

the handle to the lid. Then, she designed a new longer-lasting handle to replace the broken one. As the connection piece

was not available online or in any hardware store, she needed to contact the producer. This process showed the

difficulties with repairing objects in the real world. Designing a new object was a design-focused activity whereas

designing repair was a repair-focused activity where design was used as a means to reach the aim. When we reviewed

the insights, we realised that dealing with product breakage provided different knowledge to students, compared to

designing a new object and anticipating possible breakdown reasons.

Each year, analysis of the collected data resulted in different insights, but the third year’s research did not yield any new

findings. The point of reaching data saturation is achieved when further data adds no new information to the research aim,

and when there is enough information to replicate the study . Data saturation was achieved in this research when the

data became repetitive and did not necessarily add anything new to the aim of the research. In the third year, no

additional data were found to develop new categories, so this research was concluded.
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